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ENGLISH
Directions for questions 1 to 6: Read the following passage and answer the following questions based on
the given passage.
India is among the first countries to set up a specialized agency for the development of research and human
resources in the biotechnology sector. More than three decades later, it is imperative to ask: has the
biotechnology sector lived up to its promise? Or was it all faux optimism? More importantly, is the sector
poised to stand shoulder-to-shoulder with, if not beat, the IT sector in creating jobs for the future? One
needs to go beyond the traditional indicators such as the numbers of institutions formed, students and
scientists, trained, and the number of patents filed to judge the sector's performance, and its impact on the
economy and society as a whole.
Modern biotechnological research is expensive. It requires a highly trained and skilled workforce and access
to expensive instruments. So far, most of the high-quality research output has come from a handful of
institutions with better scientific infrastructure. The rest, which forms the bulk of the research publications,
is of mediocre quality. This is primarily due to a "publish or perish" culture that incentivizes numbers over
quality. Over the years, the focus of research has slowly shifted from fundamental to applied research. Why
has India not produced another Jagadish Chandra Bose or G.N. Ramachandran despite the biotechnology
research budget growing several folds? The fruits of applied research will only come when we start
investing in basic research, the government should encourage and incentivize the private sector to invest
substantially in applied research. Compared to the developed economies (the United States), biotechnology
research in India is mainly funded by the public exchequer. Unless the private sector starts supporting
applied research and engages with academic institutions, the innovation in applied and translational
biotechnology will be minimal. Let us look at the creation of human resources and jobs in the biotechnology
sector. In India, unlike the IT sector, a large pool of the English-speaking workforce, low wages of scientists
(compared to the developed economies) and a sizeable institutional research base have not helped create
more jobs in biotechnology. There may be several possible reasons. Biotechnology research often requires
access to laboratories with high-end scientific infrastructure, the supply of expensive chemicals and reagents
with minimum shipping time between the supplier and the user, and a disciplined work culture and
documentation practice due to regulatory and intellectual property filing requirement. Additionally, unlike
the products and solutions from the IT industry, biotechnology products and solutions often require ethical
and regulatory clearance, making the process long, expensive and cumbersome.
As the nature of the work in the biotechnology sector is specialized, most jobs are filled with experienced
and skilled scientists leaving the demand for young and inexperienced ones low. In a global marketplace,
having a large number of young professionals hungry to work at meager wage coupled with the need of
large corporations in the West to get work done cheaper created some of the large IT companies in India.
1.

As per the given passage, what should be the standards to check whether biotechnology has lived up to
its promise or not?
(a) Number of institutions established and trained students and scientists
(b) Patents files thus judging performance of sector and its impact on economy as well as society.
(c) Development status of research and human resources
(d) both (a) and (b)

2.

In what terms, the phrase 'publish or perish' is used in the given passage?
(a) A saying to describe pressure on institutions to get succeed thus resulting into mediocre quality
research publications in bulk. They compromise with quality over numbers.
(b) Formation of research publication in bulk.
(c) Shifting of focused research from fundamental to applied method.
(d) Growth of biotechnology budget for research in manifold ways.

3.

According to the author of the given passage, how applied research will become fruitful?
(a) Investment in right direction for a right amount of time.
(b) Investing on basic research without hoping for quick returns.
(c) Focusing on fundamental research instead of applied research.
(d) Both (b) and (c)
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4.

How government should invest in applied research significantly?
(a) Encouragement and incentivization of private sector along with constant and share of funding in
the direction of basic research.
(b) Employing latest technologies and boosting research methods.
(c) Not expecting quick returns and investing blind-folded.
(d) Both (a) and (c)

5.

How minimization of innovation in applied and translational biotechnology can be minimized?
(a) Through funding bio-technology sector by the public exchequer.
(b) Private sector begin to support applied research and engaging with academic institutions at the
same time.
(c) Enhancing public sector reach through manifold schemes.
(d) Both (a) and (b)

6.

What is/are the reason/reasons behind failure of biotechnology in creating jobs?
(a) Access to laboratories with high-end specific infrastructure
(b) Supply of expensive chemicals and reagents delivered in minimum shipping time
(c) Need ethical and regulatory clearance thus making the process of products and solutions long,
cumbersome and expensive.
(d) All of the above.

Directions for questions 7 to 9: Out of the four alternatives, choose the one which best expresses the
meaning of the given word.
7. Deplorable
(a) Harmful
(b) Shameful
(c) Eternal
(d) Pleasant
8.

9.

Squabble
(a) Unhurt
(c) Impeccable

(b) Parsimonious
(d) Quarrel

Perennial
(a) Perpetual
(c) Anxiety

(b) Rhetoric
(d) Fatuous

Directions for questions 10 to 13: Following are the questions based on the same words used as different
parts of speech. Choose the correct matches.
10. Above
1. Adverb
A. The moral code of conduct is above the civil code of conduct.
2. Preposition
B. Our blessings come from above.
3. Adjective
C. Read the sentence given above.
4. Noun
D. The heavens are above
(a) 1-C, 2-D, 3-B, 4-A
(b) 1-D, 2-A, 3-C, 4-B
(c) 1-B, 2-D, 3-C, 4-A
(d) 1-D, 2-B, 3-A, 4-C
11. After
1. Adverb
2. Preposition
3. Adjective
4. Noun
(a) 1-D, 2-B, 3-A, 4-C
(c) 1-A, 2-D, 3-C, 4-B
12. Back
1. Noun
2. Adverb

A.
B.
C.
D.

A.
B.

The time is quarter after eight.
I went home after we had decided to call it a day.
The after gun is abaft the forward gun.
I left the room and the dog bounded after.
(b) 1-B, 2-A, 3-D, 4-C
(d) 1-C, 2-A, 3-D, 4-B

The back portion of the house is in dilapidated condition.
In a coalition government a number of parties back the single largest
party to form the government.
3. Adjective
C. There is a road at the back of this theater.
4. Verb
D. She has come back from America.
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(a) 1-A, 2-B, 3-C, 4-D
(c) 1-C, 2-D, 3-A, 4-B
13. Near
1. Adjective
2. Verb
3. Adverb
4. Preposition
(a) 1-C, 2-D, 3-A, 4-B
(c) 4-C, 1-B, 2-D, 3-A

(b) 1-D, 2-C, 3-B, 4-A
(d) 1-B, 2-A, 3-D, 4-C

A.
B.
C.
D.

Draw near while I speak to you.
There is a mango tree near our house.
Lajwanti is a near relative of mine.
I am nearing the end of the given work.
(b) 1-D, 2-C, 3-B, 4-A
(d) 3-C, 2-B, 1-A, 4-D

Directions for questions 14 to 17: Rearrange the parts of the sentence in correct order.
14. P. When you look at the behaviour of someone you work with, your emotions get filled with anger.
Q. Their actions may be wrong, but we decide that they are bad persons.
R. Almost everyday, we see people behaving in ways that go against our beliefs.
S. Hence we are quick to judge them, based on one or two of their behaviours.
(a) PRQS
(b) SQRP
(c) RSQP
(d) QRPS
15. P.
Q.
R.

We should not demand obedience from our children.
Believing in silence may well lead children to question the belief systems of their elders.
Teachers and parents must tell children that science is the pursuit of truth and provides a true
picture of the world.
S. Rather we should encourage them to probe all that we do.
(a) RPSQ
(b) RPSQ
(c) PSQR
(d) RQPS

16. P.
Q.
R.
S.
(a)
(c)

An analysis of different leadership styles might help in one's success as a leader.
The first style is the charismatic leadership.
The main characteristic of this is attraction.
Leadership style is an important factor for the leader of a team.
PQRS
(b) SQRP
SPQR
(d) PQSR

17. P.
Q.

Policing is a demands job which involves long and uncertain house of duty.
In the last few years India has witnessed a drastic and positive change in the role of women in the
society.
R. Women are generally regarded as the soft gender, the weaker sex, the one needing protection.
S. Policing is considered as one of the most male dominated profession in the world.
(a) PSRQ
(b) QPSR
(c) QSPR
(d) QSRP

Directions for questions 18 to 22: In the following questions, some parts of the sentence have errors and
some are correct. Find out which part of a sentence has an error. If a sentence is free
from error, mark (d) as your answer.
18. The centre's briefers have been volunteering daily updates on the number of cases linked to the
Tablighi event, as if it was relevant to the pandemic response.
(a) The centre's briefers have been volunteering daily
(b) updates on the number of cases linked to the Tablighi event
(c) as if it was relevant to the pandemic response
(d) No error
19. International Day of Conscience is observed on 5 April to promote a culture of peace in love and
conscience.
(a) International Day of Conscience
(b) is observed on 5 April to promote
(c) a culture of peace in love and conscience.
(d) No error
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20. Indian Railways has converted successfully 2500 coaches, 40000 isolation beds as isolation units with
limited manpower amid the lockdown due to coronavirus outbreak.
(a) Indian Railways has converted successfully 2500 coaches, 40000 isolation
(b) beds as isolation units with limited manpower
(c) amid the lockdown due to coronavirus outbreak
(d) No error
21. Indian mountaineer Satyarup Siddhanta enters 'Limca Book of Records' for his extraordinary
achievements, as the first Indian to climb the most highest volcanoes of each of the 7.
(a) Indian mountaineer Satyarup Siddhanta enters 'Limca Book of Records'
(b) for his extraordinary achievements, as the first Indian to climb
(c) the most highest volcanoes of each of the 7.
(d) No error
22. Indian E. Commerce company Flipkart has tied up with Aegon Life Insurance to sell comprehension
insurance solutions for customers.
(a) Indian E. Commerce company Flipkart has tied up with
(b) Aegon Life Insurance to sell
(c) comprehension insurance solutions for customers
(d) No error

Directions for questions 23 to 27: In these questions, four alternatives are given for the Idiom/Phrase.
Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the given Idiom/Phrase.
23. Bring the house down
(a) To succeed when others thought you would not
(b) To refuse to do what someone else
(c) Completely insane
(d) Appland very enthusiastically
24. Oil the wheels
(a) Make a great deal of money very easily
(b) Help something go smoothly
(c) Full of faults
(d) Very nervous
25. With a grain of salt
(a) To refuse to do what someone else wants
(b) Looking older than a particular age
(c) Not take something too seriously
(d) To annoy someone without intending to
26. Turn the corner
(a) to do the impossible thing
(b) to come out of the bad company
(c) to come out of the bad situation
(d) to come out of the bad run by ceasing to make w further losses
27. Cut to the Chase
(a) To summarize
(b) To get to the main point
(c) To reach to the conclusion
(d) To cut the difficulties

Directions for questions 28 to 30: Out of the four alternatives, choose the word opposite in meaning to the
given word.
28. Fluster
(a) Disconcert
(b) Calm
(c) Desire
(d) Abhorrence
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29. Aversion
(a) Irritable
(c) Desire

(b) Absurd
(d) Abhorrence

30. Apposite
(a) Inappropriate
(c) Congruous

(b) Fitting
(d) Rehabilitate

Directions for questions 31 to 35: In each of the following sentences, there is a blank space. Below each such
sentence, there are four options with one word each. Fill up the blank with the word that makes the sentence
grammatically and contextually correct.
31. As a punishment, my teacher required me to stand in front of her desk and________ 100 times that I
would not shoot spit balls during class.
(a) recitation
(b) pronunciation
(c) talked
(d) recite
32. According to the company budget, we must _______ twelve percent of our financial resources to
marketing.
(a) allocation
(b) separation
(c) renders
(d) allocate
33. When you ________ someone's secret after they have confided in you, they will most likely never trust
you again.
(a) presentation
(b) reveal
(c) riteration
(d) revealing
34. If the federal government does not ________ a certain part of the law, then the state is responsible for
self-governance.
(a) regulate
(b) enhancing
(c) controlled
(d) regulation
35. While tutoring a foreign student, I try to _______ as many slang words as possible so she fully
understands how Americans speak.
(a) produces
(b) blending
(c) incorporate
(d) merging
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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
36. The ideal recommended ratio of NPK is
(a) 4: 2: 1
(c) 4: 1: 2

(b) 2: 4: 1
(d) 4: 3: 2

37. Consider the following statements regarding the Advocate General of a State:
1. The Advocate General of a State must be qualified to be appointed as a judge of a High Court.
2. Constitution specifies the age of Advocate General to be not more than 65 years.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
38. Which of these is NOT a bilateral exercise between Indian and Bangladesh?
(a) Bongosamo
(b) Mainamati Maitree
(c) Sampriti
(d) Surya Kiran
39. Which state's police have introduced a unique bar-coding software "Trakea" to enable foolproof
security of the samples collected in Forensic reports?
(a) Maharashtra
(b) Haryana
(c) Delhi
(d) Telangana
40. Under the Anti-Defection Law, the Speaker of the Lok Sabha takes decisions on the question of
disqualification of a member of the House under which of the following capacity?
(a) Arbitration
(b) Presiding Officer
(c) Administrative Head of the Lok Sabha
(d) Tribunal
41. What is the name of the Shed and Gond tribes dominated urea stretching from Pune to Ahmedabad?
(a) Chambal
(b) Malwa
(c) Golden Corridor
(d) Golden Deccan
42. Which of these is NOT correctly twitched?
(a) Sagar I Minion - INS Sahysdri
(b) Sagar II Minion- INS Ainval
(c) Sagar III Mission - INS Kiltan
(d) All of the above
43. Which of the following languages is not a part of Scheduled Languages under Eighth Schedule of the
Constitution?
1. Kashmiri
2. Nepali
3. Tamil
4. Mathilli
Mark the correct response:
(a) Only 1
(b) 1 and 4 only
(c) 1 and 2 only
(d) None of these
44. Look at the following statements about Nifty
1. It is based upon 50 firms in India.
2. It is regulated by the Reserve Bank of India.
3. It does not trade in mutual funds
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) 3 only
(d) 1 and 3
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45. Which Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF) has launched a mobile app 'Pension Corner for its retired
personnels?
(a) Border Security Force (BSF)
(b) Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF)
(c) Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP)
(d) Central Industrial Security Force (CISF)
46. Consider the following about Islamic Banking/ No-Interest Banking
1. It is prescribed in the Sharia law
2. It prohibits interests only on loans
Which of the following is/are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) All of the above
(d) None of the above
47. Consider the following statements about GAAR
1. It was first discussed in Budget 2016-2017
2. It is an anti-tax avoidance Rule of India.
3. It is framed by the Department of Expenditure
Which of the statements given above are correct?
(a) Only 1
(b) Only 2
(c) Only 1 and 3
(d) All of the above
48. Consider the following Statements:
1. Sare Jahan Se Acha was written by Muhammad Iqbal.
2. National Anthem was written by Bankim Chandra Chatterjee.
3. National Song was written by Rabindranath Tagore.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
(a) 2 and 3 only
(b) Only 1 and 3
(c) Only 1
(d) All the above
49. With reference to Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance Council (BIRAC), consider the following
statements:
1. It is a statutory body.
2. It has launched Global Innovation and Technology Alliance to strengthen India's innovation
ecosystem.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
50. The international Maritime Organisation is responsible for
1. safety and security of International shipping.
2. providing global recognition of the navigation system of a country.
3. prevention of marine and atmospheric pollution by ships.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a) 1 and 2 only
(b) 2 and 3 only
(c) 1 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
51. With reference to Negative Yield Bonds recently seen in the news, consider the following statements:
1. These bonds are debt instruments that offer to pay the investor a maturity amount higher than the
purchase price of the bond.
2. These bonds are issued by the central bank of a country.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2
52. The term Willow Warbler recently seen in the news is a/an
(a) tree dwelling species of frog
(b) biofortified high protein wheat variety
(c) longest migrating small birds
(d) species of butterfly endemic to western ghats
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53. Which of the following statement is correct about Lake Loktak?
1. It is located in Mizoram.
2. It is one of the site under Ramsar Convention
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) Both
(d) None
54. Which one of the following is correct descending order (% composition) of permanent gases of
Atmosphere?
(a) Argon > Carbon dioxide > Neon > Helium
(b) Carbon dioxide > Argon > Neon > Helium
(c) Carbon dioxide > Argon > Helium > Neon
(d) Argon > Carbon dioxide > Helium > Neon
55. With reference to Neem tree, consider the following statements:
1. Neem oil can be used as a pesticide to control the proliferation of some species of insects and
mites.
2. Neem seeds are used in the manufacture of biofuels and hospital detergents.
3. Neem oil has applications in pharmaceutical industry.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a) 1 and 2 only
(b) 3 only
(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
56. Which has become the first Private Bank of India to open its representative office in Nepal's capital
Kathmandu?
(a) ICICI Bank
(b) HDFC Bank
(c) Axis Bank
(d) Yes Bank
57. The Union government has set up a task force under whose chairmanship to prepare a roadman for
imparting technical education in the mother tongue?
(a) Rajiv Gauha
(b) Anil Kumar Gupta
(c) Samant Goel
(d) Amit Khare
58. Which Space start-up has signed an agreement NewSpace India Limited (NSIL) to launch the country's
first private remote-sensing satellite?
(a) Pixxel
(b) Skyroot Aerospace
(c) Dhruva Space Private
(d) Bellatrix Aerospace
59. Which country is examining the world's first 'foul air death' or death legally certified to have been
caused by "air pollution"?
(a) United States
(b) Russia
(c) United Kingdom
(d) New Zealand
60. Which railway station of Uttar Pradesh will be renamed as named Maa barahi Devi Dham?
(a) Kasganj Railway Station
(b) Dandupur Railway Station
(c) Mandhana Railway Station
(d) Akbarpur Railway Station
61. Which state has recently launched Mera Covid Kendra app?
(a) Uttar Pradesh
(b) Gujarat
(c) Madhya Pradesh
(d) Rajasthan
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62. Who has been elected as the President of the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (FICCI) for year 2020-21?
(a) Shantanu Narayan
(b) Ajay Banga
(c) Uday Shankar
(d) Sanjay Jha
63. Which Tiger Reserve has bagged the first-ever international award, TX2, for doubling tibia population?
(a) Dudhwa Tiger Reserve
(b) Pilibhit Tiger Reserve
(c) Buxa Tiger Reserve
(d) Pench Tiger Reserve
64. Airport Authority of India (AAI) is observing the Aviation Safety Awareness Week 2020 from ____ to
____ date?
(a) 21 to 25 November
(b) 22 to 26 November
(c) 20 to 26 November
(d) 23 to 27 November
65. Disney has recently launched its own online store "ShopDisney' in which country?
(a) Japan
(b) India
(c) Nepal
(d) Canada
66. Indian Army has launched which Operation in Jammu and Kashmir against Pakistan's terrorists?
(a) Operation 300
(b) Operation 200
(c) Operation 500
(d) Operation 100
67. Which state has inaugurated 'Padharo Mhare Desh' digital COV1D relief concert series to support the
folk artists of the state?
(a) Gujarat
(b) Uttar Pradesh
(c) Haryana
(d) Rajasthan
68. Which Ministry has organized a webinar on "India's Hidden Gems" under Dekho Apna Desh Webinar
Series?
(a) Ministry of Education
(b) Ministry of Tourism
(c) Ministry of External Affairs
(d) Ministry of Culture
69. Which state has set a target to become a USD 50 billion biotechnology market by 2025?
(a) Kerala
(b) Odisha
(c) Karnataka
(d) Gujarat
70. A RBI panel has suggested cap on promoters' stake in private banks to ____ per cent from 15 per cent
over a period of years?
(a) 26%
(b) 22%
(c) 19%
(d) 17%
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REASONING
Direction for questions 71 to 75: Read the following information and answer the questions that follow:
A, B, C, D, E, F and G are seven executives of an organisation XYZ. There are no other executives besides
them. The management body of the organisation decided to post these seven executives in seven different
cities. The name of those cities are Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Surat, Patna and Ranchi. The names of
the cities are not necessarily in the same order as that of the names of the persons.
There are three married couples among the executives. One astonishing feature is that despite having equal
efficiencies their salaries are different.
C has been posted in Delhi and her salary is more than the salary of the person posted at Chennai or the one
at Kolkata. E is married to the person posted at Patna. E gets the least salary. No woman is posted at
Kolkata, Chennai or Patna.
G is married to B and his salary is more than A or D. F is not posted at Kolkata. The salary of the person who
is posted at Patna is more than that of the one posted at Ranchi but less than that of the one posted at
Kolkata. The salary of B, who is posted at Mumbai, is more than that of A. A is posted at Ranchi. F's wife is
not posted either at Surat or at Ranchi. No one gets more salary than the wife of the person who is posted at
Kolkata. None of the male executives was drawing more salary than F.
71. Who among the following executives gets the highest salary?
(a) B
(b) C
(c) F
(d) Data inadequate
72. Which of the following is a right combination of pair of married couples?
(a) BG
(b) FD
(c) BF
(d) Data inadequate
73. What is F's position from the top when the executives are arranged in descending order of their
salaries?
(a) First
(b) Second
(c) Third
(d) Data inadequate
74. Which of the following cities is F posted in?
(a) Data inadequate
(c) Kolkata

(b) Mumbai
(d) Chennai

75. Which of the following statements is true?
(a) B is posted at Kolkata.
(b) F's salary is more than C's.
(c) C gets more salary than F but less than B.
(d) A is a male.
Directions for questions 76-80: In these questions a relationship between different elements is shown in
the statement(s). The statement(s) is/are followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. Give answer
(a) if only conclusion I is true.
(b) if only conclusion II is true.
(c) if either conclusion I or II is true.
(d) if neither conclusion I nor II is true.
76. Statements: A > B, C ≥ D = E < B
Conclusions: I.
C=E
II.

A>E

77. Statements: K > L, M = P ≥ Q < L
Conclusions: I.
K<Q
II.

K=Q

78. Statements: R ≤ N < P, P ≥ M
Conclusions: I.
N>M

II.

R≤M

79. Statement:
M>R=A≤K
Conclusions: I.
K>M

II.

K≥R
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80. Statement:
Q≤R>S=T
Conclusions: I.
Q=R

II.

T>Q

Direction for questions 81 to 85: Read the following information carefully and answer the questions. A
word arrangement machine, when given an input line of words, rearranges them following a particular
rule in each step. The following is the illustration of the input and the steps of arrangement.
Input:
Diksha cannot but feel happy for him
Step I:
but cannot Diksha happy feel him for
Step II: cannot but feel happy Diksha for him
Step III: but cannot happy feel him for Diksha
Step IV: happy cannot but him feel Diksha for
and so on for subsequent steps. You have to find out the logic and answer the question given below.
81. If step V read "weeks of tepid slothful and weal ideas", then what would be Step IV read?
(a) ideas and tepid weeks of weak slothful
(b) of weeks and slothful tepid ideas weak
(c) ideas weeks and tepid of weak slothful
(d) none of these
82. If Step I read "it was the name bestowed upon him", then what would be the arrangement for Step VII?
(a) it was him the name bestowed upon
(b) upon the him was it bestowed name
(c) bestowed it was the name upon him
(d) none of these
83. If Step VI reads "workers must take a stand against working", then what will be the last word of
Step III?
(a) must
(b) take
(c) a
(d) none of these
84. If Step III reads "the best way of promoting our sports", then what will be the arrangement of the input?
(a) best the sports way of our promoting
(b) our promoting the best sports way of
(c) sports best the of way our promoting
(d) of our best the way sports promoting
85. If the given input is "it is good approach with care", then what will be Step IV?
(a) care with a good approach is it
(b) approach is a care good it with
(c) a good approach it is with care
(d) with approach it is a good ware

Direction for questions 86 to 89: Read the following information aid answer the questions that follow:
A club XYZ consists of several members. There are five doctors (#1, #2, #3, #4 and #5), four engineers (G, H,
K and L) and six teachers (M, N, O, P, Q and R) in the club. Among the members of the club, #1, #2, G, H, O,
P and Q are females and the rest males.
The club is desirous to send a group of delegates to different countries to promote peace and harmony. But
following are the constraints:
I.
If there is a male doctor in the delegation then no female teacher will be part of the delegation.
II. If there is a male engineer in the delegation then no female doctor will be part of the delegation.
III. There will be not more than two male teachers in any delegation.
86. The club is desirous to send six members to Nepal. Which of the following can be a group of those six
members?
(a) O, P, Q, K, L, #4
(b) R, O, P, #3, G, K
(c) M, K, L, #2, #3, #4
(d) M, L, K, #3, R, #5
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87. The club has planned to send a five-member delegation to Sri Lanka. Which of the following can be the
correct representation of the members of the delegation?
(a) #1, #2, #3, L, N
(b) N, P, G, H, #4
(c) N, #1, #2, G, #5
(d) M, N, P, Q, R
88. If the club wants to send a delegation of six members to Pakistan comprising doctor, engineer and
teacher and equal representation of either sex then which of the following may be the members of the
group of that delegation?
(a) O, P, H, K, #1, #2
(b) #3, #4, #5, M, N, K
(c) M, N, R, G, H, #2
(d) M, N, G, N, #1, #3
89. If the club wants to send an eight-member delegation to China and there are at least two females in the
group then which of the following can be the group of those members?
(a) M, N, G, H, K, L, #2, #3
(b) O, P, Q, #1, #2, G, H, R
(c) O, P, Q, #1, #2, #3, G, H
(d) M, G, H, #3, #4, #5, N, R
90. What is the exact angle between MH and HH when clock shown 9:30?
(a) 48°
(b) 105°
(c) 108°
(d) 40°
91. Which of the following days of week cannot be last day of a century year?
(a) Monday
(b) Tuesday
(c) Friday
(d) Sunday
92. Rahul travels a distance of 5 km from a place A towards north, turns left and walks 3 km, again he
turns right and walks 2 km. Finally he turns right and walks 3 km to reach the place B. What is the
distance between A and B?
(a) 10 km
(b) 2 km
(c) 13 km
(d) 7 km
93. Five children are sitting in a row facing north. S is sitting next to P, who is not sitting next to T. K is
sitting next to R, who is sitting on the extreme left and T is not sitting next to K. Who is/are sitting
adjacent to S?
(a) K and P
(b) Only P
(c) R and P
(d) P and T
94. In a certain code language 'TALK' is written as '2121312'. Then how will 'RANCHI' be written in that
code language?
(a) 202164810
(b) 192154911
(c) 192154910
(d) 193143211
95. Four of the following five are similar in relation to their positions in the English alphabet and hence
from a group.
(a) DFU
(b) IKP
(c) GIQ
(d) BDW
96. 'Ice' is related to 'coolness' in the same way as 'Earth' is related to
(a) Ocean
(b) Weight
(c) Heat
(d) Gravitation

Direction for questions 97 to 99: Study the following in formation carefully and answer the questions given
below:
'P – Q' means 'P is father of Q'.
'P + Q' means 'Q is sister of P'.
'P × Q' means 'P is brother of Q'.
'P ÷ Q' means 'Q is mother of P'.
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97. Which of the following means M is the grandfather of N?
(a) M – K × T – N
(b) M ÷ K × T ÷ N
(c) M – K × T ÷ N
(d) M ÷ K × T – N
98. How is M related to N in the expression T ÷ N ÷ P + M?
(a) Sister
(b) Paternal aunt
(c) Maternal aunt
(d) Can't be determined
99. Which of the following means M is daughter of T?
(a) M – W × R ÷ T
(b) M – J × T ÷ K
(c) M + N ÷ J – T
(d) T – J × R + M

Directions for questions 100 & 101: Study the following information carefully and answer the questions
given below:
Raman starts driving from point A and drives 12 km towards north. He takes a right turn and drive 20 km. He
now drives 8 km after taking a left turn. Finally he takes a left turn; and drives 20 km and stops at point B.
100. How far is point A with respect to point B?
(a) 18 km
(b) 20 km

(c)

35 km

(d) 25 km

101. Towards which direction does Raman move before stopping at point B?
(a) Northwest
(b) South
(c) Southeast
(d) West

Direction for questions 102 to 104: In each of the following questions, two statements are given followed by
three or four conclusions numbered I, II, III and IV. You have to take the given statements to be true even if
they seem to be at variance from the commonly known facts and then decide which of the given conclusions
logically follows from the given statements disregarding commonly known facts.
102. Statements:

All shares are debentures.
No debenture is an equity.
Conclusions: I.
No equity is a share.
II. Some debentures are shares.
III. No share is an equity.
(a) Only I follows
(b) Only II follows
(c) Only III follows
(d) All follows

119. Statements:

Some tables are TVs.
Some TVs are radios.
Conclusions: I.
Some tables are radios.
II. Some radios are tables.
III. All radios are TVs.
IV. All TVs are tables.
(a) None follows
(b) All follow
(c) Only I and III follow
(d) Only II and IV follow

120. Statements:

Some bags are pockets.
No pocket is a pouch.
Conclusions: I.
No bag is a pouch.
II. Some bags are not pouches.
III. Some pockets are bags.
IV. No pocket is a bag.
(a) Non follows
(b) Only I and III follow
(c) Only II and III follow
(d) Only either I or IV follows

105. Rohit is seventeenth from the left end of a row of 29 boys and Karan is seventeenth from the right end
in the same row. How many boys are there between them in the row?
(a) 3
(b) 5
(c) 6
(d) Data inadequate
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LEGAL APTITUDE
106. Under which section of the Code of Criminal Procedure is the Victim Compensation scheme provided?
(a) Section 326
(b) Section 357A
(c) Section 357B
(d) Section 357C
107. In cases of dishonest misappropriation the initial possession of property is:
(a) Dishonest
(b) Fraudulent
(c) Innocent
(d) Both (a) and (b)
108. "Autre fols Acquit" principle is related to:
(a) Self-incrimination
(b) Ex-post facto laws
(c) Retrospective laws
(d) Double Jeopardy
109. The president can nominate two members of the Lok Sabha to give representation to:
(a) Anglo-Indians
(b) Indian Christians
(c) Parsis
(d) Buddhists
110. The International Tribunal for the Law of Sea is located at…………………….
(a) Hamburg
(b) Hague
(c) Geneva
(d) Vienna
111. Which provision of the Constitution of India provides for special provisions with respect to Delhi?
(a) Article 1
(b) Article 110
(c) Article 239
(d) Article 239AA
112. Who appoints the Judges of High Courts?
(a) Governor
(c) Prime Minister

(b) President
(d) Law Minister

113. The Union Budget is mentioned in Article 112 of the Indian Constitution and is referred to as?
(a) Finance Bill
(b) Appropriation Bill
(c) Annual Financial Statement
(d) Interim Budget
114. ______ has been elected as the member of International Law Commission.
(a) Rajendra Mohan Saxena
(b) Mahendra Dixit
(c) Deepti Kapoor
(d) Aniruddha Raput
115. The offense of 'Kidnapping' under the IPC requires proof of:
(a) Dishonest intention
(b) Force
(c) Fraud
(d) All of the above
116. Article _____ of Constitution of India lays down the procedure for removal of a Judge of Supreme
Court.
(a) 141
(b) 136
(c) 124(3)
(d) 124(4)
117. In which of the following case, Supreme Court recognized transgender as 'third gender' in Indian
Law?
(a) T S R Subramanian v. Union of India
(b) Ashok Kumar Thakur v. Union of India
(c) National Legal Services Authority v. Union of India
(d) Navtej Singh Johar v. Union of India
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118. Who is the executive chairman of NALSA (National Legal Services Authority)?
(a) Justice Ranjan Gogoi
(b) Justice Anil Dave
(c) Justice N V Ramana
(d) Justice Markandey Katju
119. Consider the following statements about Electoral Bonds
1. It can be purchased only from Domestic Systemically Important Banks (D-SIBs)
2. Interest will be given by the banks on these bonds.
3. Electoral bonds will be valid till next Lok Sabha elections from the date of purchase.
Which of the following statements is/are not correct?
(a) 1 and 2 only
(b) 2 and 3 only
(c) 1 and 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3
120. Consider the following statements about Finance Commission
1. It is a statutory body established under Finance Commission Act, 1951.
2. The term of 15th Finance Commission has been extended whose recommendations will be now
applicable for six years, which has happened for first time in India's history.
3. N.K. Singh is the chairman of the 15th Finance Commission
Which of the statement(s) given above is/are correct?
(a) 1 only
(b) 2 only
(c) 3 Only
(d) All of the above
121. Lokpal is a three-member, anti-corruption watchdog comprising a chairman, a judicial and non-judicial
member. The Lokpal has jurisdiction over central government to inquire into allegations of corruption
against its public functionaries and for matters connected to corruption. Who is the current chairperson
of Lokpal?
(a) Justice Abhilasha Kumari
(b) Justice P C Ghose
(c) Justice Ajay Kumar Tripathi
(d) Justice D B Bhosale
122. Which international convention was in issue before the International Court of Justice in the case of
Gambia v. Myanmar?
(a) Slave Convention
(b) Genocide Convention
(c) European Convention on Human Rights
(d) Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations
123. Who is the current president of International Criminal Court?
(a) Geoffrey Henderson
(b) Dalveer Bhandari
(c) Eboe Osuji
(d) B. N Rau

The Questions (124 & 125) given below consist of two statements labelled as Assertion (A) and Reason (R).
In the context of the two statements, which of the following is correct?
124. Assertion (A): "DNA Finger Printing" has become a powerful tool to establish paternity and identity of
criminals in rape and assault cases
Reason (R): Trace evidences such as hairs, saliva and dried semen are adequate for DNA analysis.
(a) Both A and R are true
(b) A is true R is false
(c) R is true A is false
(d) Both A and R are false
125. Assertion (A): India follows a Parliamentary system of governance.
Reason (R): United States of America follows are Presidential system of governance.
(a) Both A and R are true
(b) A is true R is false
(c) R is true A is false
(d) Both A and R are false
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126. Principle: One of the fundamental duties of citizens is to respect National Flag and National Anthem.
The Constitution also confers freedom of religion as a fundamental right.
Facts: Ram Manohar, a citizen of India lives in the State of Bihar, belonging to a particular religious
sect, is serving in the security force. He declines to salute the National flag and sing National Anthem
on the ground that as per his religious injunctions, he cannot glorify anybody other than the God. The
disciplinary proceedings are initiated against him.
(a) Ram Manohar need not salute the National Flag nor sing the National Anthem, as right to religion
has an overriding effect on fundamental duty, which is not enforceable.
(b) Ram Manohar should salute the National flag and sing the National Anthem, as these acts are
secular and has nothing to do with religion.
(c) As Ram Manohar is a part of the police force, therefore he should set a good example.
(d) Ram Manohar is obliged to salute the national flag
127. Principle: Nothing is an offence by reason of any harm which it may cause to a person if it is done in
good faith for public benefit, even without the person's consent.
Facts: Ashutosh, an engineer, sees a hole on the water tank belonging to Mr. Sharma causing water
leakage. This was causing a lot of water wastage unless it was repaired immediately. Ashutosh
repaired the tank successfully without taking Mr. Sharma's permission thereby preventing water
wastage.
(a) Ashutosh is liable to be sued, because he performed the work without the consent of Mr. Sharma
(b) Ashutosh is liable to be sued, because he has not acted in good faith.
(c) Ashutosh is not liable because he performed the work in good faith for preventing water wastage.
(d) Ashutosh is not liable as he was an environmentalist.
128. Principle: No person should be condemned unheard.
Facts: There was a complaint against a Bank Manager that he had accepted a huge amount of money
from a doctor for showing favour to him. A show cause notice was issued to the Bank Manager asking
him show cause why disciplinary proceedings should not be initiated against him. He submitted the
representation in reply to the show cause notice. The officer in charge then submitted his report to the
disciplinary authority to the effect that the charge was proved. The Bank Manager was the dismissed
from service. He contends that he was not given an opportunity of being heard.
(a) There is enough evidence to show that the Bank Manager was guilty of accepting bribe.
(b) Bank Manager was not afforded an opportunity to explain his defense to the authorities.
(c) Bank Manager has been issued a show cause notice, which means he has got the opportunity to be
heard
(d) Bank Manager is innocent and he should avail his other legal rights.
129. Principle: Nothing is an offence which is done by a child under seven years of age.
Facts: Tarun, a genius boy born on 25 December 2007 tells his younger sister that he is going to kill their
elder cousin because he is very annoyed by her acts. He plans to kill her as he saw in a movie and
attempts to do so on 5 January 2013 but he couldn't succeed in his attempt and only could damage her
eye.
Can the boy be prosecuted for murder?
(a) He committed no offence
(b) He has committed the offence as it is heinous crime
(c) Killing one's cousin is not an offence.
(d) He has not committed the offence for on the date of killing, he was a minor.
130. Principles:
I.
Murder- Except in the cases hereinafter excepted, culpable homicide is murder, if the act by which
the death is caused is done with the intention of causing death,
II. If it is done with the intention of causing such bodily injury as the offender knows to be likely to
cause the death of the person to whom the harm is caused, or
III. If it is done with the intention of causing bodily injury to any person and the bodily injury
intended to be inflicted is sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death,
IV. If the person committing the act knows that it is so imminently dangerous that it must, in all
probability, cause death or such bodily injury as is likely to cause death, and commits such act
without any excuse for incurring the risk of causing death or such injury as aforesaid.
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Facts: Sardar Khan was at the petrol station in his car while Sultan came with his gang and they started
shooting at Sardar and his car. Sardar could not save himself and died on the spot.
(a) Sultan along with his gang has committed culpable homicide
(b) Sultan along with his gang has committed murder
(c) Sultan along with his gang has committed no offence as he took his revenge.
(d) None of the above.
131. Principle:
I.
Sedition: Whoever by words, either spoken or written brings or attempts to bring into hatred or
contempt or excites or attempts to excite disaffection towards the government established by law
in India shall be punished.
II. However, comments expressing disapprobation of the administrative or other action of the
government without exciting or attempting to excite hatred, contempt or disaffection, do not
constitute an offence.
Facts: Mehul baba the face of the opposition party during an election rally in Gangistan declares that
the ruling government is a total sell out and is fooling the people of Gangistan. He urges the people to
unseat the incumbent government from power in the coming elections.
(a) Rahul is guilty of sedition for the words used by him.
(b) Rahul is not guilty of sedition for the words used by him.
(c) Rahul is not guilty of sedition as he was speaking the truth.
(d) Rahul is guilty of sedition for the effect his words had on the people.
132. Principle: A person, intentionally causing harm to others, is liable for battery. A person is said to have
intended the harm, in so far as he brings about the harm purposefully or knowingly.
Facts: Aloknath was chewing KamlaPasand a pan masala, he saw his rival Rajnighandha on the other
side of the road and went to him and spitted pan masala on him and ran away. Rajnighandha filed a
suit against Aloknath.
(a) Aloknath is not liable, since everything is fair in love and fair.
(b) Aloknath is not liable, since he has not caused any severe injury to Rajnighandha.
(c) Aloknath is liable because he spitted pan masala on Rajnighandha intentionally.
(d) None of the above.
133. Principle: A copyright ceases to subsist in a cinematograph film if a substantial part of the film is in
violation of the copyright of others in any form of work.
Facts: "Game of thrones in India" is a film made by famous serial drama creator Karan Manohar. He
has received Oscar Award for his last movie. He applied for copyright in the "Game of thrones in India"
film. It was later revealed to the Copyright Board that substantial part of the film was based on George
R. R. Martin's copyrighted series of fantasy novels.
(a) Martin can claim threefold compensation from Manohar
(b) Martin can be granted copyright
(c) Martin can be granted copyright as film and book are two different mediums
(d) Martin cannot be granted copyright
134. Principle: An assault is an intentional act by one person that creates an apprehension in another of an
imminent harmful or offensive contact.
Facts: Sandeep and Rachit are two batch mates who were arguing on the topic whether ATP
(Amendment 2020) bill should be passed or not. Sandeep was in favor of the bill and LJP and Rachit
was against it and in favor of Jongress. Both were passionate about their respective parties. Slowly the
argument converted into altercation. They indulged into verbal fight, meanwhile Sandeep threatened
Rachit by showing him a knife and told him that he would cut his throat if Rachit didn't shut up. Rachit
got scared filed a suit for assault.
In this case(a) Rachit will succeed as it was an imminent threat from Sandeep.
(b) Rachit will not succeed there was no imminent threat from Sandeep.
(c) Rachit will not succeed as Sandeep didn't intent to harm.
(d) Rachit will not succeed as Sandeep showed his knife just to shut him up.
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135. Principe: Law does not take notice of trifles.
Facts: Yuvraj Singh has recently completed his B.A LL.B degree and lives in Lucknow. He loves to play
and watch cricket. In the month of September a One-day International Cricket match between India
and Pakistan was scheduled to take place in the city of Kanpur. He and Ashutosh (Yuvraj's Friend)
decided to go to Kanpur to watch the match. Yuvraj booked the ticket online. Later on the day when
they were supposed to leave for Kanpur together Ashutosh had to leave to his grandfather's place
because of their sickness. Yuvraj waited for him and then left alone to watch the match. Later, Yuvraj
files a suit against Ashutosh claiming damages for the agony, mental torture suffered by him and for
the cost of the ticket.
In this case (a) Ashutosh is liable to compensate to Yuvraj for everything he is asking for.
(b) Ashutosh is liable to compensate only to the extent of paying for the cost of the movie ticket.
(c) Ashutosh is not liable as there was no intention to enter into in to a contract.
(d) Ashutosh is not liable as he grounds are too trivial.
136. Principle: Every manufacturer of consumable articles is liable to take care to manufacture such articles
with due care and without negligence so that the ultimate consumer is not adversely affected by the
products.
Facts: Aman, with the intention of buying a pair of shoes, went to a retail shop and asked for a pair of
shoes. The retailer gave Aman, a pair of shoes manufactured by Z & Co., to try out. While trying to put
on the shoes Aman's leg was cut by a nail that was inside the shoes, left by workers of the
manufacturing company. Aman sustained injuries and had to be treated in a hospital. A wants to file a
case against Z & Co.
(a) Z & Co. is not liable as Aman has not bought the pair of shoes.
(b) Z & Co. is liable as Aman was given the pair of shoes to try out by the retailer without checking
the same.
(c) Z & Co. is liable as Aman was a prospective buyer and hence the company is liable.
(d) Z & Co. is not liable as shoes is not an article for consumption.
137. Principle: A defamatory statement is one which has a tendency to injure the reputation of the person to
whom it refers to. Defamation is of two kinds –
(1) Libel, when the defamatory statement is in some permanent and visible form and
(2) Slander, when it is in some transitory form, visible or audible.
Libel is actionable per se, but slander is actionable only on proof of actual damage.
Facts: A person accused of a crime is arrested by the police. The police give an open statement that the
suspect had an extra-marital affair. It is subsequently proved in court that the suspect was innocent of
the crime.
Will the accused succeed if he files a civil suit for defamation, claiming compensation against the
police?
(a) He will succeed as the statement is defamatory.
(b) He will not succeed as the police officer is doing his duty in finding a motive for the crime.
(c) He will not succeed as it was a bonafide allegation made by the police in the course of the
investigation
(d) He will succeed if he can prove actual damage caused to his professional and/or personal life.
138. A car mechanic was employed by his master, the defendant, to repair cars. He repaired a car and then
drove the car for a short distance to check whether he had repaired it properly or not. In the process he
caused an accident injuring the plaintiff.
The master is:
(a) Liable because it was his servant who had negligently caused the accident for which he was
vicariously liable.
(b) Not liable because the mechanic was supposed to repair only and as such driving by him was
outside his course of employment.
(c) Liable because driving was, necessarily incidental to the duties of the mechanic since he was,
duty-bound to check by driving whether the repair he had done were correctly done or not.
(d) It depends solely on the discretion of the court in such cases to decide as to whether the master is
liable or not.
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139. "A" had constructed a temporary structure on a land belonging to the Municipal Corporation in which
he ran a flourishing restaurant that was frequented by elites of the town. The Municipal Corporation
constructed a huge Public Toilet in the plot adjoining 'A's famous restaurant.
Does 'A' have any remedy under Tort Law?
(a) He has remedy to get the Municipal Corporations' action stopped as it constituted a nuisance.
(b) He had the freedom to hedge the restaurant by putting up screens and boards.
(c) He has no remedy because he did not own the plot.
(d) None of the above.
140. Uncle telegrams to his nephew: "If I hear no more about that black horse, I will consider the horse mine
@ ₹ 3,00,000." Nephew to his Manager: "Do not put that Black horse on auction as it has already been
sold to my uncle." The manager diligently obeys the orders. The uncle never comes forward to pay
₹ 3,00,000 and take the black horse.
The nephew:
(a) Can recover ₹ 3,00,000 by suing his uncle as there was a valid contract.
(b) Cannot recover ₹ 3,00,000 through court of law as there was no contract.
(c) Cannot recover as it was an internal communication between him and his manager.
(d) None of the above.
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QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES
141. A batsman makes a score a score of 84 runs in the 21st inning and thus increases his average by 2 runs.
His average after 21st inning is
(a) 24
(b) 34
(c) 44
(d) 54
142. A boat goes 28 km downstream and while returning covered only 75% of distance that covered in
downstream. If boat takes 3 hr more to cover upstream than downstream then find the speed of boat in
5
still water (km/hr) if speed of stream is m/sec?
9
(a) None of the other options
(b) 3 km/hr
(c) 4 km/hr
(d) 5 km/hr
143. In a class of 60 students, the average height of 30 students is 'x' cm and that of the remaining students is
'y' cm. Find the average height of the whole class.
(a) (3x + 2y)/2
(b) (x + y)/2
(c) (2x + y)/2
(d) (x + 2y)/2
144. Find the sum of the sum of even divisors of 96 and the sum of odd divisors of 3600.
(a) 639
(b) 735
(c) 651
(d) 589
145. The average salary of all the persons in a certain company is ₹ 32000. The average salary of 28 persons
is ₹ 48000 and the average salary of the rest is ₹ 24000. The total number of workers in the company is?
(a) 84
(b) 76
(c) 62
(d) 48
146. A child was asked to add first few natural numbers (i.e., 1 + 2 + 3 + …..) so long his patience is. As he
stopped he gave the sum as 575. But, when the teacher declared the result wrong, the child then found
that he had missed one numbers in the sequence during addition. The number he missed was?
(a) less than 10
(b) 10
(c) 15
(d) more than 15
147. The difference between CI and SI for 2 years on a certain sum at 10% rate of interest is ₹ 450. What is
the principle amount?
(a) ₹ 30,000
(b) ₹ 40,0000
(c) ₹ 45,000
(d) ₹ 50,000
148. A and B invest in a business in the ratio 3 : 2. If 5% of the total profit goes to charity and A's share is
₹ 855, the total profit is
(a) ₹ 1425
(b) ₹ 1500
(c) ₹ 1537.50
(d) ₹ 1576
149. The average age of the mother and her six children is 12 years, which is reduced by 5 years if the age of
the mother is excluded. How old is the mother?
(a) 40 years
(b) 42 years
(c) 48 years
(d) 50 years
150. The speed of a boat in still water is 18 km/hr and the speed of the stream is 3 km/hr. It takes a total 11
hours to row upstream from point X to point Y and downstream from point Y to point Z. If the distance
from X to Y is one third of the distance between Y and Z. What is the total distance travelled by the boat
(both upstream and downstream)?
(a) 190 km
(b) 180 km
(c) 210 km
(d) 170 km
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